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PRESS RELEASE

Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux strengthens its presence in health centers
CLM to supply software and training to five new health centers and present its latest products
at the Health Center Conference in Paris on October 11-12
Boulogne-Billancourt, August 31, 2018
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), medical software publisher and service provider to healthcare professionals,
continues to successfully roll out its dedicated health center solution in France. A total of five new facilities – three
mutual-run health centers in Burgundy, a municipal health center in the Dordogne region, and the Mont-de-Marsan
hospital’s health center – have decided to implement the CLM solution.
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM) is helping expand local access to care with solutions that make it easier for multiple
healthcare professionals to provide day-to-day patient care. The health center suite now includes Crossway software
and the full web MLM (monLogicielMedical.com) solution. Burgundy’s Mutualité Française Bourguignonne selected
these solutions for its health centers in Imphy, Nevers, and Tonnerre, where they will be used by doctors, dentists, allied
health professionals, and administrators.
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux will also equip the multidisciplinary municipal health center and dental clinic in LardinSaint-Lazare, Dordogne, with a package that includes Crossway. The health center, run as a separate entity by the
hospital in Mont-de-Marsan, Landes, opted for MLM FSE software to allow the center’s salaried doctors to send
electronic treatment forms.
“New ways of organizing treatment are developing at the intersection between independent professionals and
hospitals. These new solutions are necessary to ensure care is available in less densely populated areas. We stand
out for the quality of our solutions and the experience we have gained working alongside healthcare professionals,
both of which put us in a great position to help usher in these new forms of treatment even as we continue to serve
more traditional facilities. Our teams are helping health centers select and win approval for the solution that best
meets their needs,” said Dany Huppenoire, CEO of Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux.
Datadock-certified training
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux supplies training along with its software, helping health centers get the most out of its
solutions. This year the company earned Datadock certification, highlighting the quality of its training and ensuring that
training costs will be covered by the OPCA1.
There are 1,600 health centers in France2. They can be run by municipal governments, associations, or mutual
organizations. CLM offers centers solutions suited to their operational, regulatory, and security needs, regardless of
status or size.
To date, more than 420 clinics and health centers have already adopted a CLM solution. CLM will present its latest
products at the National Health Center Conference in Paris on October 11th and 12th.

1

OPCA: “Organismes paritaires collecteurs agrees”, industry bodies that collect and manage funds companies are required to
contribute for employee training.

2

Source: Ministry for Solidarity and Health.
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About Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM):
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), medical software publisher and service provider, is a leading player in doctor computerization in France.
CLM listens closely to the needs of healthcare professionals, and its teams develop and market solutions that help them run their practices day in
and day out. In today’s rapidly changing environment, notably with respect to medical professional demographics and course of care, CLM’s
software offerings (MLM, Crossway, MédiClick, Crossway CDS, and MSP Solution) give doctors patient record management solutions that are 100%
certified, suited to their practice, regulatory compliant, innovative and scalable. Medical content can be personalized for each specialty,
interfaces adapt to multiple work spaces (private practice, group practice, multidisciplinary clinic or medical center), and the software enhances
mobility, data sharing and care coordination. The company’s innovative software uses Pack Connect CLM for connected health and Docavenue
for the most advanced doctor-patient communications. CLM employs 150 people, including more than 100 in regional offices to give doctors
personalized service.
For more information, please visit: www.cegedim-logiciels.com
About Cegedim:
Founded in 1969, Cegedim is an innovative technology and services company in the field of digital data flow management for healthcare
ecosystems and B2B, and a business software publisher for healthcare and insurance professionals. Cegedim employs more than 4,200 people in
more than 10 countries and generated revenue of €457 million in 2017. Cegedim SA is listed in Paris (EURONEXT: CGM).
To learn more, please visit: www.cegedim.com
And follow Cegedim on Twitter: @CegedimGroup, LinkedIn and Facebook.
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